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Answer all the following questions: [100 Marks]

Question 1 [20 Marksl
A) F* th" f"llowing statements, state true or false and why?

1. A differential e[uation involving derivatives with respect to a multiple

independent variables is called an ordinary differential equation

(oDE).
Z. A differential equation involving partial derivatives with respect to

more than one independent variable is called partial differential

equations (PDE).
B. The lowest order derivative involved in a partial differential equation

is called the order of the partial differential equation.

4. The degree of a partiat differential equation is the degree of the

highest derivative which occurs'in it'

b. The partial differential equation (PDE) is called quasi linear PDE if

the equation is nonlinear in the highest order derivative but non-
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B) Explain each of the following:

1. Boundary conditions (grve an example)
2. Initial conditions (give an example)
3. Quasi-linear Partial differential equation (grve an example)

4. Initial value problem (give an example)

5. Bound.ary value problem (give an example)

Ft"d th. d.fndent variable of the heat equation of a thin rod

Ou a2u -t
k - - - ,  +  xe ,

At 0x-

With the boundarY conditions:
u(0,t) = 7,

And initial conditions:

u(L,t) = 2

u(x,O) = f(x)

0<x<L ,  t >O

(A) For the Sturm Liouuille boundary
false and discuss r answer.

ualue Problem, state true or
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1. Al1 eigen values are real.
2. There exists an infinite number of the eigen values such

thatAl . A2. iJ . Atr

3. Corresponding to each eigen value ,1r, there is an eigen function,

denoted qn@|.

4. Eigen functions are orthogonal with respect to weight function
b
I

r(xl lr(*) pm@l On&) dx = 0 if m * n ) An + A* .
J
q"

5. Any eigen function has exactly (n-I) zeros for a 3 x 3 b without

(B) Solve the wave equation
^2 ^2d u  ,_2o u_:T=U 

J 'ot ox
With the boundary conditions:

u(0,t) = O,

And initial conditions:

u(x,O) = f(x),

Ocx<7 ,  t>O

u(I , t )  = O

)u(x,0)
=  Qlx ) .

at

Find u of the wave equation or (finite string of length L)
^2 ^2o!=o2ol+x,

af 6xo
With the boundary conditions:

u(O,t) = 0,

And initial conditions:

u(x,0) = f(x),

0<xcL,  t>0

u(L,t) = 1

)u(x,0)
= glx)

at
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